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Bringing comfort to those who are suffering.

donate today!

may 2011

“Please know that my gratitude is heartfelt. I know that our patients 
and families will appreciate your beautiful gift, and we all hope that 
they are able to find some peace and comfort from the poetry.”

— Terry S. Langbaum
Chief Administrative Officer  

Sidney Kimmel Comprehensive Cancer Center at Johns Hopkins

Terry S. Langbaum, Alexandra de Borchgrave, 
&  Robyn Stoller

Sidney Kimmel Patient & Caregiver

Sidney Kimmel Center Suite

Robyn Stoller, Alexandra de Borchgrave, 
Sarah Hoehlein, & Amanda Klass

May 3, 2011
300 Books and Healing Messages booklets received  
by the Sidney Kimmel Comprehensive Cancer Center  
at Johns Hopkins  
Our books and Healing Messages booklets will be given as gifts to the 
guests at the Hackerman Patz Pavilion. The Pavilion provides short 
and long-term housing options for cancer patients and their caregivers. 
The Pavilion is located across the street from the hospital and offers 
an affordable, home-like, welcoming atmosphere.  It’s a wonderful 
alternative to hotel living when traveling to receive treatments.

“Your generosity is greatly appreciated! 
On behalf of the entire staff of FD — 
Thank YOU!!!”

— Lisa Goldstein
Team FD & Alumni Relations Manager

First Descents

April 5, 2011
400 Books and Healing Messages booklets  
sent to First Descents 
First Descents is a cancer camp committed to curing young
adults of the emotional effects of cancer and empowering them to 
regain control of their lives by experiencing outdoor adventure therapy 
through kayaking, rock climbing and other outdoor adventure sports.

“Your gift is truly appreciated and will  
serve our patients well.
Again, thank you very much for your 
kindness and thoughtfulness.”

—Eva L. Cummings, MT PC
Pain & Palliative Care Service  

NIH Clinical Center

May 10, 2011
600 Books and Healing Messages Booklets delivered to 
the Pain and Palliative Care at the NIH Clinical Center 
The gifts of Healing Light and Heavenly Order with the Healing 
Messages Booklets are to be given both to patients being treated at NIH 
as well as to families in the bereavement program. NIH Clinical Center.

http://www.lightofhealinghope.org/donate

